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Bronze Package - £995
o Covering everything from the arrival of groom and guests through to the first dance.
o 20 minutes of beautifully edited highlights set to music of your choice.
o Fully edited version of the ceremony, speeches and first dance.
Extra’s
o Online 60 second trailer for sharing - £125
o Bride Preparations - £185
o 3.5 minute short 3 minute montage £195 (if you are happy for us to share it on
our web and social media) or £250

Silver Package - £1,345
o From bride prep (if getting ready within 10 miles of venue) the arrival of groom and
guests and ceremony until first dance.
o 20 minutes of beautifully edited highlights set to music of your choice.
o 90 second trailer that can be shared online
o Fully edited version of the ceremony, speeches and first dance.
Extra’s
o Guest Messages - £185
o Groom preparations £125
o 3.5 minute short 3 minute montage £155 (if you are happy for us to share it on
our web and social media) or £225
o Aerial Videography – £350 (depending on location)
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Gold Cinematic - £1,695
o Two camera operators covering everything from bride preparations, the arrival of
groom and guests and ceremony until first dance.
o Two of us will capture more detail throughout the day.
o 20 minutes of beautifully edited highlights set to music of your choice.
o Short Highlights Montage 3.5 minutes
o Online 60 second trailer for sharing
o Full edited version of the ceremony, speeches and first dance.
Extra’s
o Guest Messages - £99
o Aerial Videography – £400, depending on location (some venues do not allow drones)

Platinum Package - £2,295
o Two camera operators covering everything from bride and groom preparations, the
arrival of groom and guests and ceremony until first dance.
o 25 minutes of beautifully edited highlights set to music of your choice.
o Short Highlights Montage 3.5 minutes (this can be removed to reduce price)
o Full edited version of the ceremony, speeches and first dance.
o Online 60 second trailer for sharing online
o Guest Messages
o Aerial Videography, depending on location (some venues do not allow drones)

Please note these prices are valid at the time they are sent and are subject to change.
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Package Comparison
Bronze
Bride Preparations

Silver

Gold

*

Groom Preparations
Arrival of
Groom & Guests
Ceremony
Drinks Reception
Photo Shoot
Set up of Wedding
Breakfast Room
The Speeches
Cake Cutting
Guest Messages
First Dance
20 Minute Highlights
25 Minute Highlights
3 Minute Highlights
90 Second Trailer
(online)
Drone/Aerial Footage
* If bride getting ready within 10 miles of venue
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Platinum

The Details
•

Films supplied on USB (that we don’t mind you copying)

•

Travel costs apply outside a 15 mile radius of Tunbridge Wells

•

PPL Licensing fees are required by law for your film and are included in our cost. We
have full Public Liability Insurance that most venues insist on.

•

We update and maintain our equipment on a constant basis.

•

We let your photographer run the day and we work subtly next to them.

•

We always carry back up camera’s and sound recording equipment and never rely on
just one camera.

•

We aim to complete your film within 12 weeks during peak season, 6 weeks off peak.

•

All weddings are unique we are really happy to tweak packages to suit budgets.

•

We have an unrivaled reputation for customer service please look on the testimonial
section of our web site to see what our customers say about us.

•

We would love to meet you over a coffee to chat about your day.

•

Some of the best venues in the South East recommend us including Hever Castle,
Penshurst Place, Buxted Park, Wadhurst Castle, The Spa Hotel and The Ashdown Park
Hotel to name but a few.

•

We are happy to recommend photographers and other suppliers, having been established
since 2008 we have worked with hundreds but only recommend the best !
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Why Two Camera’s?
The advantage of having two of us is that we can film the bride arriving whilst the groom waits at
the alter and two angles throughout the ceremony and speeches. We also capture shots of the
wedding breakfast room whilst you are having your photoshoot and drinks reception. We can
record all the detail that you have spent months planning.

Why Use Cut Above Productions?
We have been filming weddings since 2008, we have a solid reliable reputation for creating
wonderful films and most importantly capturing everything that we should. We know where
to be at the right time and combined with the artistic skills we have learnt over the years
ensure a beautifully crafted film that can be enjoyed for generations to come. Most
importantly we feel so honored to be part of such a special day and we LOVE what we do.

Kind words from of our customers?
“My wife and I met Carol at a wedding fair and without even watching a video of her work, had a
relaxed and engaging conversation. It was clear Carol deeply cared about her craft and the
importance of understanding our vision for the most special day of our lives. Carol and her wonderful
team were attentive and a pleasure to work with throughout the planning and the day itself. The results
were every bit the dream film we wished for, capturing emotions that we could treasure and relive
forever! Thank you very much” Mimi & Chris May 19

“When we started planning our wedding we thought a wedding film was an expensive extra. Having
now received our film I would give up many other things to be able to have such wonderful memories.
Not only did they capture moments that we missed but they captured people that meant a lot to us and
now I have that on film. This is invaluable and worth every penny. The editing and the way the film is
put together is amazing – so thoughtful and captures all the finer details that I spent so long organising.
Receiving the film brought all the memories back – what a wonderful thing to treasure for the rest of
our lives. Don’t hesitate to get in touch with Carol, she is friendly, approachable and discreet. I will be
advising all my friends to use Cut Above Productions” Natalie Larner Nov 19

Photography
We are often asked to recommend photographers, we have worked many times with Barry
Page Photography and cannot recommend him highly enough – T: 01273 846822.
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